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ABSTRACT
A studyNwas conducted to assess the indications in

print of news borrowing (repdtting news distributed by second hand or
government controlled sources) in the 1970s, and to examine the
relationship between borrowed ne*s and the restrictions and
reductions in newspapers' overseas,newp staff. The "New York Times"
and the "Chicago Tribune" were-selected for stndy becaust of their
extensive foreign news coverage and because of the widely documented
reductions in the number of their foreign correspondents. Fourteen

. randomly sampled issues per year were selected for analysis,, yielding
'a total sample of 154 issues from 1969 to 1980. All foreign items
were coded for geOpolitical focus, originating agent (correspondent
or wire service), and media source. The "Tribune" showed a pattern of
growth in the publication of borrowed news, despite overall
reductions in international item publication band overseas staff cuts.
PublicAttdn'of Wire service boftowed news grew significantly for the ,
"Timi-OW during the, study period The study failed to identify. a

,a,relation4hip between staffing leyel and overall incidence oNborrowed.,
news published. But. a, pattern of, news borrowing of Third Wa51d items
in the wire-terviae stories suggests that wire service journalists
are responding,to a gradual reduction in the available news sources
and may be .choosing, or are foced, to rely on official or'partisat
news organizations id Third Wprld nations, where government control

, of press activity is allegedly increasing. (HTH)
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Introduction

Media Asia recently devoted moft of ,an entire islad to a forum for

scholars to discuss the need for national news agencies in developing

countries (1): By serving as resour,/ tes for the international agencies

and as internal new5 gatherers and disseminators, the agencies would

help; alleviate biased or overly negative coverage of affairs within

the deVeloping nations, and'promote developmental goals and progress
.

within and among those nations.

Implicitly, these national news agencies would be/acceptable sourc-
,

es for.Western news organiia ons and, particularly, Iheir correspon-

dents. 'Yet some events in 'recent history. suggest that,Western re-
.

porters might be wary of foreign news organizations.

Soon after the 1979 revolution in Iran?. for example, wire service

correspondents in Tehran reported that Iran's state news)organizatibns

had claimed an Iraqi invasion of Iran. The.story flashed worldwide

before,the state media quietly withdrew the story later that evening.

Then, after Western correspondentslwere expelled in early 1980 for

what Iranian officials called "false and inaccurate" reporting, NBC

News' Richard Salant (2), the AP's Lou.Boccardi (3),. and UPI's Roder-
.

ick Beaton expressed belated concern about,pow the West would obtain
sA

"accurate" information. According to BeatonyWestern news organiza-

would be "fbrced to rely on second-hand reports-6om Iran, and

3
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this could result in confusing and conflicting dispatches" (4). UPI's

H.L. Stevenson specified further that UPI would rely even more heavily

2 )

on Radio Tehran broadcasts as a source of news (5).

Less than a week later,-60 Americahs were among 200 Western corre-

spondents ordered to leave Afghanistan. Western newsmen set up "lis-
J

tening posts" in New. Delhi and at Other sites tolponitor the govern-

ment-controlled radio for details ()fall uprising against tht

Soviet-backed regime.' Not surprisingly, ohrscene obsermers! later. ac-

counts differed from the repoi-ts broadcast by the government.

These two episodes demonstrate what Westerners might view as dys-

functional aspects of._"second-hand news,",or;:phews-borrowing."

Borrowed news items arg reports published in AmeriCan media, in

which new's-accounts are "borrowee.Or
. taken:from other reports disse-

minated previously by foreign news media or agencies (6). The prac-

tice is not limited to foreign newsgathering; American news media and

public affairs programs-- Meet the-Press-, the New York Times, Washing-

ton Post, Time, Newsweek, etc.--often cite each other as sources of

news (7). And of cduit'e, other nations' 'correspondents Utilize these

media, as, well as the major American agencies, 'when reporting from the

1.1.S., often because the reporters are rettricted to the Washington,
. 6

D.C., area (8).

There, is, however, a qua)itative difference between domestic newi:

borrowing and-the phenomenon as it.occurs:in some foreign nations. In

many foreign countries, governments utilize (at least:more-openly!)
<

state media and news agencies as outlets for dispensing only cont-.

rolled information or propaganda.

I la
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Nor is the practice of new$-borrowingentitely new: \Ivacic, gener-

al director of Tanjug, described it as one of his correspondents', most

relied-upon means of newsgathering (9); Cherny noted the frqqueht re-

porti of "overheard" radio transmissions in Europe (10);, in the-earL

ly 60s, Cohen remarked upon wide- spread use of host-naiTon newspapers

as "first 'and most important source" (11); the I.P.I.

in 1952 estimated that three-fourths of all news filed from Moscow by

Westerners'came from official newspapers and periodicals (12); use of

agency Tiiss output is, of course, a ' "given" in reporting the_U.S.5.11'.;.

Hohenbe1g in 1954 wrote of frustrated U.S. correspondents, unable to

enter China, who were forced to rely on reports monitored in Hong Kong

(13); and Isaacs had earlier'reArted that American media *reports on

China were based 'almost entirely" on cullings from Chinese media",,,

(14). More recentlylosenblum described the use by U.S. correspon-

dents in Latin America of both government-cbntrolled and'"independent"

local-newspapers and radio stations as sources (15). In each case,
I

1

accounts are processed by gatekeepers before they reach U.S. corre-

spondents. Many professionals, citing, for example, conditions in

Moscow-, label the practice necessary and "inevitable" (16); one as-

sumes readers have"alv become. somewhat accustomed to readTng,borrowed

reports(e.g:, "the official news agency Xinhua said today...'') and

./
hopes those evaluate carefully the 'original

N sources.

*Several Situational and stru'cral conditions might be crucial to'
/

the necessity for news-bdrrowing. Most obvious, frompjs brief dis-
.

cussion, are restriction on the mobility, of reportersand the ac-

cessibility of alterna-Ali(durces. While state agencies and media
.

,
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might be consulted routinely as the official outlets fOr government

infOrmation, ifaccess*to other, independent sources.is limited; West-
.

ern reporters may be forced to rely upon government organs a's their

only sources.

Second, the AmeNcan contingent of newspaper correspondents over-4,,

seas has dwindled during the past decade (17). If this reduction has

served to'constrict the newsgatheringnetwOrk, the remaining corre-

spondents-- forced to cover even greater areas (18)--might opt,as

some have suggested (19), to rely upon others' accounts to'eXtend4.
i ',)

.their own reporting range.. . .. /'
.

This study was designed to. assess the in-print indications of

news-bor'rowing.during the,70s, and, where pdssible, to seek a rela-

tionship-between the teCond-hand news phenomenon and these two' condi:.

Of course there are Myriad other possible variables that this sttfdy

does, not attempt to eulore. Reporters may Ocognize the legitimacy

of overseas news organizations or the special competence -those sources

offer (20. American media may realize that not all..worth reporting

is repoyted'first-hand by the "Big. Four" wire agencies (21)'. However,

in a pilot survey of international communicatibn scholars and former

or current correspondents, 17 27 responding mentioned manpower cuts

as a likely key faCtor in news- rowing, while 21 cited ;limited`ac-

cess off' offfcial status of foreign ne46 organilations (22).

The period 1969-1979 incl sive was selected for study. While Sec-
,

'Ond World (World Bank design tions are employed here. See Note 23)

pres9 systems have 'traditionally been viewed as closed and First World
,
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r.systems at open (with some exceptilons to both generalizations), this

11-year period 'encompassed a decade of growing Th*d'World complain

that the Western press presented unfavorable images of those nations

and'actually impeded progress in national 'development (24). Increas-

spokesmen for those nations called for a New World Information

Order, including national autonomy in levying sanctions to prevent ex- -

cesses by Western news agencies (25). These sanctions might have in-

cluded stricter control of internal media outlets and reporters' move-
.

menu within borders, as well as those reporters' access to individual

sources.

Concomitantly, the decade wjtnessed a growth in the numbers of na-

tional news agencies, particularly in the develop:ig.,countries (26),

41110as part of the "restructuring" of the existing Information order.

Further, the 11-year period Aso witnessed the decline of the Amer-
.

ican newspaper foreign correspondence corps overseas.'

*Specific research objectives, therefore, included: identification'

of( any "trends" ln published borrowed news; exploration of the rela-

' tionship of overseas staff cuts to publication of borrowed news: and

assessment of any relationship betwen published newsLborrowing.and

"geopolitical focus" (First, Second, or Third World).
6

Method 4

The New YOrk Times and theChicago Tribune were selected for use in

the study for two reasons. First, both are leaders in foreign news
:6t

Overage:provide more extensive world coverage-than most other Ameri-

can dailies (27), and likely represent the wide'st possible variety of

foreign news items in American dailies.

4 )
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Secbnd, the TriOnels widely ddcumented reductions(28) in its 6

Overseas staff during the 70,,povided-a direct basis for exploring,

through comparison with the Times' stable staff of 33 correspondents,
CS

6

any relationship between a Aper't level df overseas staffihg and its..

use of'correspondentoriginated, second-hand news copy. A longitudi-

nal sampling plan.used the passage of time to "locate" reductfons in

Tribune foreign staffing, from 13 in 1969 to 11 in 1975 to only 6 by

1988 (29).

Two constructed weeks (30) of 14 randomly sampled issues per, year

were selected, yielding a total sample of 154 issues from the 11-year
. 0

period. All foreign items for each paper on these dates were coded

for several variables: geopolitical focus (First, Second orThird

World?), to locate what, at least in conventional schemes, are three

general categories of press systems; originating agent (newspaper's

own correspondent or, wire service?1; and media attribution (was a news

medium-or organization cited as a source of in rmation?). Two-coder

reliability coefficients -for these variables' were 97:4, 99.0, and 97.1

. Despite-limitations in the comparison of only two newspapers and

the sampling method employed, the number'of items obtained by sampling

154 issue date's or "clustirs" (n=6,070 itemt for:the Times and 2,756

for the-Tribune) does make possible some,earefully considered andten-

tative inferences about news-borrowing in foreign' news, above and be-.

yond-the longitudinal and comparative objectiVes.
.

.

The initial, planned method of 'analysis wasto use a test for sig-
a

nificaht differences in successive years' proportions of news items'
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meeting the definition of borrowed news. Although these significant.

differences (at .05 level, by the z-test) are indicated in tabular ma-

Aerial, the major tool for analysis was a non-parametric test for

adapted, from econometrics (32). The decision to utilize a tau

. value, on trend score', was' based on early .perusal of the data, which

vealed that non- significant, incremental,. year-to-year changes in

a pertinent variable. In this case, this second rank mighi be based

E

lews-borrowing might cumulatively constitute aitrend.

In the trend test, each year is assigned a hank (1969i1, 1970=2:

etc.). A second rank is assigned on the basis of the year's score on

on the,relative percentage (of avear's total, itemsYthat were bor-
. .

rowed (a rank of 1 is assigned the year with the largest proportion of

borrowed,items, etc.). A computed value of tau reflects the disar .ray-
.. .

between the two. ranks.

Just as non-significant between-years z-scores disguise overall

. trends, the caveat must be offered that, of course, the raking proce-

dupe tends to overemphasize minimal between-years differences and.to

minimize.large betw een-years flatuations.

Findings -

%Data pertinent to the first resear40 objective (to identify any

trends in published borrowed news for the two papers during the .

4-year period) are -provided'in Table I. Recall that relative per-
.

,

centages (borrowed ftemsltotal items) are used in computing tau, thus

providing a "control" for overall newshole'rauction.
.
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Although roughly one in_five foreign items in both!paper contained
it

i
v..

second-hand information, the annual percentages. ere less than antici-
i-

4

8

pated(33): When these percentages of borrowed news pre assigned
!

'de
ranks (1=most borroAd news) and compared to yea, ranks (1969=1,

-

1970=2, etc.) in a nonlparadietrtg test for trend1(34) each scoreis,
( -

.negative, the sign suggesting growt+1 of news-bor,owinp (although,as

stated,seldom topping 20 percent). However, to is .4..86-for the
, ,f

Tribune (significant at p=7 008)but non-signifi ant.-.37.for the

Times.

Thus, for the Tribunafthe overall trend score.11 icates a.pptterw:v--

of growth in pubIlhcatjon bf borrowed news; despite overall reductions

An international i.tem publioation, and hints, atthe impact of the Chi-

cagd paper's overseas staff cuts. e

I. ,

.
(Alternatively, of course, the data might be discussed in percent-

age of-change-over the 11 -year period; i.e.:for the Times, there was

a 20 percent drop in the raw frequency of borrowed news items, but,a
zp

26 percent dOop in total, items published. Similarly,:Teibune data

show a 26 percent drop in number of borewed news items, but within a'
'1

49:99 perceqt drop in the number of foreign items in the newshoie.)-. .

Data for the second research objectiie (to eAplore directly the.re-
sc

lationship of staff cuts overseas to the publication of borrowed news)
ti

follow in Table 2, detailing the perceptage of each on

ageq's item that are borrowed items.

When Tribune- percentages of correspondent-originated borrowed news

are teste/i for trend, the ,value of tau bpcomes a. non - significant -.11,

a major departure from the original news-borrowing trend score of
-

1
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-.56: For the.Times, the value of tau.is--,16r, again non-significanIt*

,
but. again a.ra4ical change from the overall news=borrowtng trend score

of -.37.
+

tWhile correspondent news-borrowing thus contributed verrlittle to

the overalldrrowing trend scores, publication of Wire-service bo--
- .

#rowed news, at lent i,n the :limes, grew significantly dpring the study
.

. . .

period. Tau for wire borrowed news was -.45 (significant 0'1)=.03),
.

, .
, despite the overall non-significant tau value. The wire Xrend score

for the Tribune is a noh-significant -5.35.
. .

.

..,./. , , .. '

The present research thus failed to identify a relationship between"-.

staffing leveland overall incidence of borrowed news published. :1n.

fact, for.the Chicago paper there was nocTear evidence that the Trib-

une's publication of borrowed news Was'related to its choice of'either

'originating agent.

The third research objective sought a relationship between geopoli-

tical focus and the publication of borrowed news.

As a preface to examination of the percentage of items fromeacti

.region containing second-hand news, Table 3 provides percentages of'

all foeign newslitems publjs from each geopolitical region. .

While both'popers gave relativ ly short sfirifttO news from the so-,

cialist nations-ca.confirmation, perhaps, of the. conventional wisdom

about those nations' firm grip on internal channels and sources of in-,_

formation and the limited mobility of Western correspondents-- only

the Times provided consistently, what may be'termed at least a "quanti-

tative" balance between the First and Thitd Worlds (35). Not until

1974 did the tribune approach baliance in treatment of these two re-
.
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gions. -The valueof tau for Times coverage of Third World nations tac,
- . .

,

dicated ' cr e asing coverage ,(tau ='-.48
, sig n

if

icant at .02 level).
,(

%

.The Tribune, on the other'hand; showed .no trend toward more coverage.
.00

.
.

.

OT the emerging and developing.nafuio of the Third World during the-
.

,

11-year period; detpite the reputedly greater (conomic, cultural and
,. .

. . .

political imPortance-a-that region.
. ';

.

.

. . .

Thg data in. Table ovie the percentage of foreign items, from

each geopolitical region, which fit the definition of
.
second -hand -.

. r .

newt: Despite the small "6" of some Tribune cells--notably those...for,
_

. .

.Sedond World items--several interesting findings emerge.
..

. -, ii I
.

.Neither paper exhibited a trend toward increased Publication .of
$

. .
.sexond-hand news from the Second World, despite that regione5 tradi-

.

. f
tional position' as the most closed or estrictive of enyironments,fpr

pr'ess activity (36).
.

. .

Somewhat surprisingly, the New York paper exhibited a trend toward

increased - publication of second--hand news originated.in Western,or

Firt World nations (tay. -

(1.- 4

p=.001), aphenomenon perhaps best explained n4 byrestrictio ns.
,;

on American correspondents but by increasing cooperative agreements

among Westerh media (37), at well, perhaps, as by that paper's use of

wire copy (as'the Table 2 discussion.might suggest) when'its corre-

shon4ents were elsewhere. What most interesting about' this trend. W

toward increased publication by the Times of second-hand,-First World

t
news is that-the paper had not, in Table 3, displayed Any increased

, .

overall commitment to coverage of First Wocld nations.

4
CIL 4..w

"

..
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Finally, even though in Table 3 only the Times had shown an in-
/

creased commitment to 'covering/the Third-World du'ririg the 11-year-
,

period, both papers exhibited distinct and signilipnt patterns of

greaterpublication of second -hand news (Table 4) from the emerging

-

and developing, nations of the Thifd.World,(tau for the Rmes = -.4, p

'=. .02'; for the Tribune, tau-= -.73, p =

As a final step in the analysis, the relatiohship of originatin
.

/
agent and geopolitical region wa's examined using-0 non -trend tau coef-

ficient. Times'wire news-borrowing correlates .53 (p=.01) and .56

(p=.008) with First and Third world borrowed news. Times correspon-

4ent news - borrowing correlates- significantly only with Third World '

news-borrowing (.42, p=.031): For the Tribune, the only significant

relationship between correspondent news-borrowing and region is wit'h

the Second World (-.46, p=.02), and is negative, tiligesting'in this

case that Tribune correspondents had very little to do with any fluc-

tuations in Second WOrld borrowed!news. Mid, in fact, for the-Ghiago

paper the correlation between'Wire news-7borrowilng and First World

news-borrowing is .45 (p ft is .40 (p=.04) for the SeconO:Wad;

404
and is' .55 (p=.01) for Third World news-borrowing. The key role of

Tribune wire services in its published news-borrowing becomes appar-

eat,' dPspiteA._nonmsignific'ant overall (non=regictally_speciiic)

wire-borrowing value of tau. %

4

1 r)
t)

4L
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Di scussibn.

During' the past decade,
commentators have decried the fact that the

12

Am&ican'preks corps overseas has dwindled. Because of tremendous

costs entailed in Maintaining
a staff abroad, many American newspapers

have curtailed their foreign operations 438). Most papers have also

reduced the newshole allocated to international news 139)..

'There has emerged recently the sentiment that'the coming years will

see new growth bf the American overseas-press corps (40), at-least
AM

partially in response to whatiS viewed by observers as a new salience)
4

of international affairs for American readers. However, the cost of

maintaining a single correspondent overseas, already prohibitive for

.many papers, is soon expected to exceed $200;000 annually (4f):

Whether American news,organizations willactually\be willing to spend

.,such amounts remains to be seen. N.\

Despite what may have been perceived-in'the 70s as a Wining appe-

tite among the American readership for foreign news, newspapers did-.,

make effort's to furnish readers
news of,:important international

events. This study predicted.that, given the narrowing of the Ameri-

-can newsgathering network abroad, the remaining American newspaper

correspondents would expand their own ca1iabilities to cover news

events by utilizing the output'of foreign media or news nc!ies;

i.e., by getting information second-hand. While the study found only

limited in-print evidence that overall news-borrowing increased during

the 70s,'it failed to relate°directly this phenomenon to reductions in

the number of American foreign correspondents, at least on the basis

Of a comparison of one newspaper's diminished overseas operatiolwith
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'another's stable staff size. Instead, it was ultimately the papers'

use of wire- service bornOwed news which was most often correlated with

each paper's publication of borrowed news from-the Major geopolitical -

regions. ,

.N *

Given the growing. number of national news organkati ns and the

fact that many doubtless have arranged exchange agreemen s with the

major international'agencies,'one might expect the wire services in-

cftastngly to carry items attributed, with typical wire service caret

to theseadencies.

But cutting across the distinction between originating agents of

borrowed news was a more proftiUnd pattern of news- borrowing in Third

World items, suggesting that the growth of news-borrowing may indicate

a changing newsgathering climate faced by overseas reporters. Wire

service journalists abroad, especially, may be responding to a gradual

reduction in the available news souncei and may be choosing; or

forCed, to rely on official or partisan host-- nation news organiza-

tions, particularly in that region of the world where government con-

trol .of press activity is allegedly increasing: in the-Third World

nations (42).

Many of these nations have raised their, voices in recent years to

condemn the Western-dominated flow of information as unsuitable for

those nations' needs or images in the world. Western critics of Third

World or socialist proposals for a New World Information Order have,

in turn, argued that the new order's proviso-that governments or in-

ternational governing bodies enter into the regulation of information

dissemination will result in a limiting of world access to information

1 t)
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(43). ,Critics ire alarmed'hy the spectre of the new order which, they

claim, entails not only the transnational exchange of communication

technology and training, but also preveAton of what Tunisian UNESCO-

delegate Mustapha Masmoudi called "abusive uses of the right of access- -

e
to information" (44).

This latter aspect-of the new order, some Westerners cliim, could
.,..

erpreted as countenanciwthe limitation of- Wettern
,

journalists'

access to news sour s (45), despite proponents' protestations to the
0

contreax. Western me ia would be confined to disseminating the output

of government-approved or controlitd agencies or media (46). News,

would be screened before release and.only that information deemed "ac-

.ceptOole" would be permitted to enter the world-wide flow of informa-
.

tion (47).

With iheOformation or* issue still unresolved after the recent

Belgrade and Talloirdt conferences, the proposed restructuring and the'

presumed concomitant controlled status of many nations' internal news

media'and agencies re ains in the debate and proposal stageS.

"Or are' thef

R6senblum has argued that, "The increasing tendency tO Control for-

eign news is already distorting our knowledge of events.that are vital

to us" (48). Riffe has argued that news-borrowing maybe a symptom of

this control (49).

The news-borrowing phenomenon discerned in this study hints that

the potential for the regulation and-control of infoTmation called for

in the new order may already be reflected in coverage of certain na-
,

tions. News-borrowing is clearly increasing in published coverage of

Third 'World nations.

1 )

-Jar
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If Western.newsgathering organizations are increasingly relying on

host-nation and often governMent-controlled news organizations, is the

Western press not in practice accomplishing partially the goals of the

New World Information Order? Would not UNESCOs endorsement of the

new order merely sanction what has already become routine in some na-

tions? Are not in-place internal communi4tion structures in many

foreign nations such that it is necess6 and "inevitable" for U.S.

.
,

correspondents to turn to nationaltnews organizations?
11

....e`lt poiessitle on the basis of thiS study to conclude tenta-'

I/

ti ely that reporters chose, Or were forced, to news-borrow more in
,

,

he late 70s than in the early years of that decade, 1!)artictilarly-in-
,..

Third World nations, other conclusions may also be di.awn from the data
'

reported here. 0 -

'1 1
For example, the study s effort to uncover evidence of increased

,i, ;,%."'
.,,k- --., -....-

,.

news-borrowing should not'obscure the fact that, overall, second-hani,

news is an infrequent phenomenon. That phenomenon occurred morefre-

quently in recent years--yes; but it occurred in less than 'a fifth of

all the foreign news items sampled in most years. When one considers

how many nations of the world are not free-press states, this small

1:lercentage'bokiers on the remarkable.

Nonetheless, one might speculate about the ultimate impact of

news-borrowing.

The network of correspondents and wire services indirectly and po-

tentiallyperving the American newspaper, reader is awesome in size.

The daily flow of information through that network is voluminous. Thi

potential exists for an American readership well-informed on interne-
.

1"'

I
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tional events which, some argue, are of expanding importance'because

of the growing interdependency,of the world's economic and political

regions.

Yet from the flow of international news'are selected daily only a

few morsels. Year by year, the number of items selected decreases.

And while the' Americah reader's hint of foreign news is shr=inking, a

growing amount of the fare is pre-processed before it even reaches the

distant correspondent or wire service reporter. Can the reader inde-

pendently judge and/or validate the assertions of foreign news organi-

zations?

In'such a context, wherein readers must rely upon the reporter'sf;

judgment of a
.,
source's reliability, the developing nations are propos-

ing to establish even more official or national agencies and media.

How reporters assess.and utilize those "second-hand" sources may, in

the future, have an'important impact upoo reader views of the world.

As i'Ve coneluded elsewhere regarding borrowed news and, particularly,

the case of miscalculated Western borrowing in the alleged Iraqi inva-:

sion of Iran, if borrowed news "turns out to be misinformation, as it

did when someone in Iran cried 'Wolf,' how many more phony invasions ,

will Be fought in the media before people cease- to pay attention?"

(50)`.
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TABLE 1

EOREIGN NEWS ITEMS CONTAINING BORROWED NEWSa IN
THE NEW YORK TIMES AND CHICAGO TRIBNE'BY YEAR

t

-mew York Timesb.'

Year
. ir
1969. 18.0 685

(\ ..'

1970 13.3
d

675

1971 19.4
d

563
.

1972 15.7 530

1975 13.6 529

1974 18.7d 540

1975 - 20.1 546

1976 ''20.0 591-,

1977 18.0 4q3
...,%,,

. -
.

. 1978 19.2 474

1979 19.5 :504
.

21

Chicago Tribunec

,

13.9

14.0

12.2

...

409
...

358

286

.

13.8 / 246

-3 I.

N.12.4 - 202

1214 216

- -18.4 _196

19.1 230
.

- . 22.7, 203

d
, 14.1 205

_ 20.5 205 .

tau= -.37 p= .06- tau= -.56 p= .008

Totals 14, 6070 15.6 2756

a
As per text, 'borroWed newsTref7a to attribution to both foreign'news mediaand sews agencies.

b
"Chl-ssquare for, Times distribution is 24.33 with 10 d.f.; significant at .007.

;

Chi-square for Tribune distribution is 21.569 with 10 d.f.; significant at .018,

d Significantly different from preceding year's percentage (proportion), by theZ-test,' .at .05 le4el
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TABLE 2,

-FOREIGN NEWS ITEM CONTAINING BORROWED NEWS IN
IN THE NEW YORK TIKES AND CHICAGO. TRIBUNE

BY ORIGINATING AGENT AND BY YEAR

_11New York Times, uhicago Tribune

"Correspondent Wire Correspondent Wire- ,

140

'r^

'

!

Year % n n n

1 22.2 351

15.5a 348,

252a 317

17.1a 28D

15:6 250

26.ta0.276

22.4 246

23.3' 287

19.5 200

23.7 237

22.1 253

13.8 4 319

10.9 1v 311

12.0 234

13.1. 238

16.7

12.7

16.7.1

19.7

-17.0

\...m 14.6

14.3
.

11.1

15.4
......-c

/.7.1.

17.6

48

79

,78

61
,

53

48

35

27

26
_ ,

41

34

1970'

1971

1972

1973

.

11.4 - '271

11.6. 233

19.5 ik
. &

17.0 264

18.7 198.

116.7 198
,

17.1 .217

1974

1975
.

1976

-1977'
.

1928

1979

9
tau= -.16

.24 ,

,

AV,-.45

103

-.11

.3P=

Toials 21.2 3044 14.6 2745 .15.9 529

14.2 24

'14.6 242:

11.6% 189

-13.6 162
7

11.1 135

13,4 134

-22.4 134

-.

20.4 % 191

w
23.3 `,159

13,8 152

22.8 \158

-.35 4

.07

16.2 1984

10

a
Significantly different from preceding year's percentage -(proportion), by

the Z-test, at .05,1etel.
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TABLE _3

COMPARISON OF THE TWO PAPERS' FOREIGN ITEMS,
BY GEOPOLITICAL FOCUS AND BY YEAR

23.

.

e

°Year.

New York Times
Chicago'Tribtind

Si.-

.

..:1st

'world

%

2nd

world

%

3rd

world

i
n ®

1st' , 2nd
World world

%-

.3r4

.wOrld
-

- n

,

1969 45.4

4.2

41.4

45.3

46.3

- 44.3,

47.3
.

45.7

48.3

43.0

44.2'

18.$

13.0

15.8
.

'14.0
.

11A

12.6
,

9.3
1

13.4

11.8

13.7

11.9

3'5.8

40.7

4228

40.7

42.3

.0

, 43.1

43.4

40:9

. 40.0
.

43:2
.

43.8

'

685 -'

675

563

.530.

529

540

546

591
.

433

474''-

c
504 -

50.4 - - 12.8

53%0 9.3

58.9 ,11.6

55.7- 9.3

57.5 %t13.0

-

-.53.0 9.3

53.6 6:6

55.1.. % 11.9

57.5 12.0

52:0 .13.7 ,

40.0 14.6

/-`

36.9

37.7

29.

35.0

32.1.5

37.7

39.84*

33.0

30.5

34:3

45.4

409
I-
..

358

286

246

202

216 .

196'

230

'203

205

205.

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974 .

.

1975

1976_

1977
s

197$

.

- 1979

tau= -.02
.
.47

435

.07

,

.02 -

.13 -.30

.10
se,

-.04.

.44
p=:

I)

VP
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1 TABLE 4
.

COMPARISON b THE TWO PAPERS' PERCENTAGES(OF FOREIGN ITEMS
CONTAININ. BORROWED NEWS, BY GE0P0LI4CAf FOCUS

AND BY YEAR NC

4
New York Times

worldwor
1st 2nd

worldld

Year 2- n % n n

1969 5.8 311 55dS 129./3.5 245
Y

G

1970 4.5. 312 48.9 88 11.3 275

A: 1971 7.3 233.50.0 89 19.9a 241

,

1972 6.2 240 44.6 74 16.2 216

1973
.

'5.3 245 38.3 60 16.1 '2;4

104 10.0. 239 47.1 68 19.3 233

1975. 10.1 258 58.8 51 22.8 237

1976 11.5 270,49.4 79 19.8 242

1977 10.5 209 41.2 51 20.2 173

1978 10.8 204 40.0 65 21.0 205

1979,11.2 .223 59.3a 60 17.2 221

t

A

-e

0

A

Chicago,' Tribune

world

ti A

Ulfd world

% n '2 n.
. ,

.

' 6.3 205
-..

4,e8 188

N -' 6.0 168
. .

,,..A,5t,

1 :4,ii. 71 137

7.0 115-

6.1-114'

11.4 105

10.4 125

12.2 115

4.7,,a 106

8.5 82

57:4
.

:1.61.1

41.2

30.4

33.3

35.0

53.8

43.3

51.'8

34.5

43.3

a -

5! 8.7

36 14.2

34 13.1

23 19:8

18 17:4

21-19.8

13 218

30 24.0,

27 29.5

. 29 20.0'

30 23.7

7

150

/34

84

88

69

81

78
t

75

61

.

70

93

tau= -.-71 .09 --.45 : -.31: .11 -,73.
p= .001 .35 .02 .32 .001

/ 4

a
Significantly differpt from preceding year's percentage.(proportion)i by

the Z-test, at .05 level.
P.

44"

A. 40

A.) )

O

.1

0


